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Dead zed 2 hacked arcade games

There are all kinds of good reasons to hack a game console that don't involve cheating at games, such as adding functionality, creating a media center, or just breathing new life into a beloved old gadget. Have you done it?We've shown you all kinds of console hacks over the years. Perhaps you wanted to do something
as simple as hack your Wii for Homebrew and DVD playback or an old Xbox was just crying out for an XBMC installation. Maybe you wanted to create ultimate gaming machine by combining an Xbox 360 and Playstation 3 or build an all-in-one retro gaming console. Whatever the reasons, we're curious:Bummed because
you've got a new Wii and the Twilight Princess hack won't work on it? Have an older…Read morePhoto by Evan-Amos (Wikimedia) and Volovik Andrey (Shutterstock). Image: Shutterstock Grab a stack of quarters and let's head down to the arcade for some fun. Take this quiz to find out which of the classic arcade game
characters best fits your personality. PERSONALITY Which Game of Thrones Babe Are You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Kind of Bender Are You From “The Legend of Korra”? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which Harry Potter House Do You Belong in Based on Your MBTI? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min
TRIVIA Can You Name the Animals These Pokémon Are Based On? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Are You More Like Darth Vader, Luke Skywalker or Han Solo? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Are You Destined to Become a White Walker? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Complete These Classic
Movie Titles? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY What "Star Wars" Character Are You, Based on Your Myers-Briggs Type? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Name These 1980s Family Movies? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Can We Guess Your Favorite D&D Stat to Max Out? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How
much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling
photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we’re always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every
week to your inbox. By clicking "Sign Up" you are agreeing to our privacy policy and confirming that you are 13 years old or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Software: ActionScript 3.0 and Google Static Map APIProject time: 2 hoursSkills: Get to grips with ActionScript 3.0, use the
Google Static Map API, integrate Adobe AIR into your workDownload the support fileClients don’t always choose your favourite concept – but that doesn’t mean you should forget about those ideas. We pitched a great concept to a big fashion company recently: they liked it, but went with another option, leaving us with
an idea that we loved but no next steps in terms of development. This tutorial is about turning an idea into a useful concept and transforming that into something tangible – in this case, an app.Beanie and the Balloonist is a real-life arcade game that hooks into Google Maps, locates your position through GPS coordinates
and turns that area into your game map. You control the game by moving around in the real world.First, we invented a storyline: a hero with a mission. Initially this was to run around the streets picking up coins, while being chased. We discussed different character options, settling on a fun, fantasy hero: Beanie – the
world’s largest navy bean. The Balloonist is his high-flying, baked bean-loving nemesis. In this tutorial we’ll cover concept and character development, plus how to work with ActionScript 3.0, the Google Static Map API and Adobe AIR for mobile development.Step 01First, sketch out your character and concept ideas. We
liked the thought of our bad guy flying around – he needed to be able to cross water and other obstacles, after all. It was also important that his aircraft wasn’t too fast and would be easy for players to shoot down. We could almost hear The Balloonist scheming when we drew the first sketch.Step 02Consider the function
of your characters, and design them accordingly. Beanie is a product of The Ballonist’s obsessive food-fantasy. Conceptually he ended up as this campy, 50s-style bean with long arms and legs, since his most important task is to run around. The coins from our original concept were turned into sharp objects: thumbtacks,
darts and forks – which are all perfect for puncturing The Balloonist’s aircraft.Step 03Also consider where users will play your game. Beanie and the Balloonist will be played outside, in the real world, so we chose a black-and-white palette to contrast with users’ colourful surroundings. Normally we draw all characters
ourselves, but this personal project allowed us to collaborate with Argentine illustrator Martin Cocchi, who we've always wanted to work with. We contacted him with some rough sketches and a character brief.After an initial draft and some minor feedback from our team, Martin drew two complete character sheets. The
game interface is very simple, based around just the two characters and a collection of sharp objects.Step 05In the gameplay, we skinned the map that the player is walking around on, opting for a simple black-and-white style and some randomly placed ‘Beanie-style’ trees and mountains in the areas where there are no
roads.Step 06Due to our small budget, we searched among friends and family for voices for our characters. One of Hello Monday’s wives had the perfect Beanie voice, and a friend did an awesome Scottish imitation. If you need voices and money is tight, simply grab your friends and rent a studio for an hour.Our game
was made using Adobe Flash Builder 4.5, but you can follow using your favourite IDE. Start by creating a new ActionScript mobile AIR project. This will create a document class and an application descriptor XML file. You can find more information about this here.Step 08Add a sprite to display the player’s position on the
map. This could be anything from an animated character to something much simpler like a small red circle, as in this case.Step 09To access your mobile device’s built-in GPS, you need to add an instance of the Geolocation class. First check to see if your device supports Geolocation. Next, adjust how often you want to
receive updated information from the GPS through the setRequestedUpdateInterval() method – we chose an update rate of once every 100 milliseconds. If you do not specify the update interval, it will use the default value of your device, which will vary depending on the model. Finding a balance is important because the
more it updates, the more battery power it will consume.Step 10In the update handler, we need to retrieve some information from the GPS. First, we obtain our location, which we get in the form of longitude and latitude coordinates. To make sure our position isn’t displayed too inaccurately, we retrieve the map when the
reading is accurate within 12 metres, which is our benchmark for accuracy here.Step 11We calculate the upper-left corner of the map, which will be used later in calculating the player’s position in pixels. Next, we make a request to the Google Static Maps API. You can do this by making an HTTP request to
apis.com/maps/api/staticmap? followed by a string of concatenated parameters, which will return an image at the specified zoom level and dimensions (the maximum size is restricted to 512x512 pixels). The latitude and longitude we provide will be the centre of the map. You are required to specify a centre and zoom
level when you’re not using markers – more on that here.Step 12When the map is ready, we add it to the stage and start updating the character’s position (our red circle).Step 13To move the character around the map, we need to convert the latitude and longitude to pixels. First, we calculate the distance to the upper-left
corner in latitude/longitude values. Next, we convert this value to pixels. We have to calculate how much one pixel is in latitude/longitude values at a given zoom level, which is done by dividing the map width/height with the distance (in latitude/ longitude) from west to east and north to south – we have hardcoded this
value, but you can make a more dynamic method for this by adding more API calls. Just remember that more calls means more processing. When we have this number, it is easy to get the position in pixels by dividing the distance with the one-pixel value. And that's it, you're done.Liked this? Read these! dead zed 2
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